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1.

INTRODUCTiON

A report is made herein of additional experiments perfor-med on the

o.idat-io., of aluminurm in :ontact with mercuric iodide- Prcvious revorts (1)

pointed ou. the imuorta---nt influence of relative humid-:y on the oidation rate.

These experiments were extended to relative humidities as low as Z7T and

additional e---oeriments were carried out at 27- 100S relative humidity.

X-ra" diffraction sctudies have also beer. carried out for the purpoCe

of determ. ing the nature of Lhe reaction products and .- itih the hope that an

insight -.might be obtained into the crucial role played by wat-:r ca-er- 4n the

o-.-erall o.idatio.-.



IDESRI.PTION3 OF APPARATUS

The appaau usdi h ~dt- rate measurements was the

sarne as described in the Eighth Q).zar-terly Report MI.

The X- rav diffraction investigaticfls were carried out using

cov-er. radi-ation and convnleCaI powAder techniql&C$-
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Tte procedure foz measuring the rate ei c.idation of alluminum in

the presence of mercuric iodide has been given in the Seventh and Eighth

Quarterly Reports. Samples of Reynolds 99. 99091. Wluminum. having

ex-posed surface areas of approx•matply 1. 25 cmz, were used.

The oxygen consumed during an ex-periment was measured by a

.ressure gauge; and va•,ies of AP in m.. Hg were converted to AW in
02?

mg/cm2 from the following:

ALW= VM A le

1. 25R T

VM
where - remained constant throughout the experiments. Values

of &- W were plotted vs. time for each experiment and the sli pess of thc

linear portions of the curves were graphically determined.

The oxides used in the X-ray diffraction studies were investigated

during several periods of aging under various conditions. In all cases

l:c. oxides were X-rayed immediately after being taken from the reaction

chamber. Upon aging in a) a very dry atmosphere. b) a very hurnid

at-niospnhere, or c) at room conditions, for different lengths of time, the

o -des were periodically X-rayed- Comparison of succeeding X-ray

patterns indicated any changes in crystallinity upon aging under the

different conditiens used.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As previoasly reported (1). the oxidation of alamizzgm occurred

linearly with time in the presence of mercuric halides and water vapor.

The slope of this linear curve was constant at any particular relative

nhumiditv and increased with an increase in relative humidity.

The first portion of this report presents additional data to be used

in conjunction with all the previo-us oxidation-rate measurements. Several

new saturated-salt solutions have been -.sed to give relative humidities

dif~er~nt from those used Previously. The slopes of the ox-.;Ite.O.- rate

curves are listed in Table A along with the relative humiditi-s obtained

.rom the saturated-salt solutions.

Figures I and 2 are rate curves fo- experiments at I00% R. H..;

Figures 3 through 5 at 92. 91 R. H. - Figures 6 and 7 at 74. 9• R. H..;

Figures 8 through 10 at 54-. 21 R. H. ; Figures 11 and IZ at 26. 6% R. H.

The influence of the relativ:e hum•idity upon the oxidation rate is

noted in Figure 13. where the average values of the different slopes (mn)

are plotted vs. the relative hun.idities at which the slopes were dete.-i,-ined.

The lazy - S curve is very similar to Figure ii of the Eighth Quarterly

Report (page 34) but additional poin.ts have been included which change

the shape somewhat. The rapid increase in oxidation rate is still noted

in the 60-75% R. H. range.
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TABLE A

Values for the Slopes of the Oxidation Rate Curves at Different
Relative Humidities at 30C..

Saturated Salt Relative Slope (m) *A g. Slope (in-)
Solution Used Humidity (%) mg0,/cm7lmin mgO2lcrm2 imin

Distilled Water -100.0 0. 630 0.615
-100.0 0.610

(NH 4 )H2 PO.2 92.9 0. 583
92.9 0.665 0.613
9Z. 9 0. 650

BaCl 2 - 2HO 85. 0 - 0. 559

(NH 4 )ZSO.4 81.1 - 0.520

NaCl 74.9 0.466
74.9 0.475 0. 471

INaNO 3  72.7 - 0.409

Na.NO 2  63.0 - 0.271

N\.-B r- 2HZO 56.- - 0.213

N.i 2Cr 2 0 7  54.2 0. z00
54.2 0.200 0.202
54.2 0.206

Cr03 44.6 - 0.136

XNa!- 2HZO 36.4 - to. 0Q0

KF 26.6 G. 049 0.044-"
26.6 0.046

*Overall average slopes, using these data with data from page 8. Eighth
Quarterly Report. The value of m = 0. 566 for the last experiment at
1009 R. H. in tOe Eighth Quarterly Report was omitted in calculating the
average.
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T-•e latter portion of this report, is concerned "•th X-ray dif'.'raction

studies of the oxides formed at different relative h•idities •nd under vario•

aging conditions. Table B s .u.•..n•rizes the X-ray d•ta conected on R n,'•ber

of oxide s•.nples.

SLn eve-•" case in •ich the o.•ides were X-rayed irn•ed•tely a•'ter

Spre•..-•tion, there existed o•e to three faint lines on the i•xlm reg•rc'•ess of

r•e relative humidit7 at •ich the oxides were formed. Upon aging in the

¢eszcc•,o e•-en for long 0- 2oa€ the lines r, . _r" "_. e•t.:ne ber.a•e f •.nter or dis-

a•eared •Itoge•her. .'•o corre!ztions o:: •.•e ]i.nes cou1•: "_•e rn•ie •*• •n•-

Ss=•cLu•gs are zs •11ows: Z. Z0 A., I. 99 A., •.ud I. 73 A.

I• Ore sa•p!e •ic=n •-as forme• •e• I0• •. H. •s .•1•ce• in an

Sox-• a• 115"C. fo-• ten hours. •aere •e•re• to be no ch•ge in •e str•ct•e

i we!g•.t-!oss •s assr•e5 to be due to s•.-•ace •r•ter. The s•e sample
I ' •r•s t•x .•l•ce• • a hig• relative h• it•- • er (near !00• 11. H_ } for

I sev•_•.-o•e •o•s _•ne sa..•e si•81e line •t I. 99 A. • obse.•re• .•.er

.•,o•th. •.e •I X-r-•y ex•i'oit•,• se-,-en •kf.•use •nes correspc•.•ing to

S•.AizO3- HzO. or bo• te. "me physical appearance, ]•ow•'er, did not

Sin che er, •.e oxide was •.ssu•med to ]•e •-•nange. Since this oxide •.d the tendency to form the •xonohydrate when

Skept a hv•mdity

n•ore •ydro=s io.--n• "1"his conclusion is consist•-nt with the unchan•e•

// -

= iPIIIIITlll[ [llll
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TABLE B

Oxidec Formed
at R.H- ¶. Aging, Time Aging Conditions No. Lines Correlation

-100 0 3 -faint none
-100 16-lI Z hrs- Desiccator 1 faint none

S1-1 0 1 ifaint none
It20 hrs.. Desiccator none none

74. 9 0 1 ifaint none

72-.7 0 -3 faint none
it21-112 lrs- Desiccato= 3 faint none

92-lIZ hrs- Desiccator 3 faint none

92.9 0 -none none
Tr0 Boiled in Hz0 i1 oa-i 4C A12-0 3 -HZ

5 min. & dried
in air overnight

-100 0 1 ifaint none
O Boiled in H2 0 8 broad ccA1,O 3 -H.O

30 min- & dried
-aith heat lamp

0 JPoiled in 0- IM 29 sharp indeterm..

HCl for 30 min. (mixture)
,washed in H0.O

EtOH & Acetone

64 hrs. Dessicator 1 faint none
10 lirs. Ov-en at 1150C. 1 faint - none
71 lirs.. 100% R. IL 1 faint none
1 month -100% R.. F- 7 faint- 40CA1 2 03 -liZO

broad
0 RcIOM 1-2 faint no--F

ii60 hrs. Room 7 faint
sbarp

86 lirs. Roo= 17 strong, Ce AI-0 -3H2 0
sharp

146 lirs. Rcom 17 sharp
2 months Room 22 strong,

sharp
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X-ray pattern of the oxide after heating in the oven at 1150C.

Aniother oxide sample formed at approcciately 100% R. H. -as boiled

in water for thirty minutes and dried with a heat lamp. The X-ray pattern

contained eight broad lines corresponding to -AMzO3- HZO. This

demonstration further suggested the less hydrated nature of the initial oxide,

for Spooner (2) found that an isolated anhydrous oxide was converted to

cýA 2O3 - HO when boiled in water. A second oxide sz .ple formed at

972.' 9G R. H. underwent the same transformat-ion to o(Al 0O- H1O after

ex-posure to boiling water for five minute, and drying in air overnight. The

X-ray pattern contained elev-en broad lines.

The formation of the trihydrate from the amorphous oxide also

has been accomplished. The oxide was prepared at i0% R._H. Two faint

lines. which could not be correlated with any known aluminum oxide, were

observee on the vowder diffraction photograph. Upon aging at room conditiol*

(the sample was placed in a plastic vial and left on the table top) the oxide

began to crystallize slowly. After two months, the X-ray pattern contained

twenty-two strong, sharm lines corresponding to the pattern of -l103-3HzO.

The X-ray patterns at various stages of this transformation are giver in

Figure 14 over the entire two-month period.



FIGURE: 14

X-Ray Powder Patterns Showing the Transio-ination of Arnorplioxis
Alurinum Oxid.- Formed nea-r 100% R. Hi. to OP. - O- 3H1,0.

Immediately

60 Hours

S86 Hours

146 Hours

( ~Two MEouths



T.here-ere, under less drastic conditions than exposure to boiling

"w--ater a deeree of h-edration g-eater than the monohydrate was obtained.

Hlu.,ig and Kolbl (3) similariy found a limited quantity of bayerite ( -A12 0 3 3H2 0)

-&+en anh%-drous Al,0 3 at 20 C. was left in contact with w.-ter -avor for one

month. Kisele- and S~mirnova (4) found :hat a mixture of ql.t0 a3- H0 and

XAI 2 0 3 - 3H.O was form.ed ---hen anhydrous A12 0 3 was left in contact with

s'urated wa-er vaoor at 374C. for several weeks.

Ben-.ley and Feachem [5). on. the owher hand, found that the trihydr;te

•-as forn.ed when arnorphous A12 0 3  -1. placed in fiquid -±.ter at 20*C.. but

only the monohydrate was found when ti.e a.-nor•hous oxide was a•azhed in

licuid -'ater for four days at 60°C. Other workers (6). (7). :8), f *u-d -hat

the n.or.ohvdrate was fo.-ed from anhydrous alumina when exposed to licuid

water or ater •por at higher than room temperatures. The reason for

the formataion of dfferent hydrates under similar conditions apparently is

no! yet cnders.ood.

The oxide samples were often kep! in plastic -ia-s which were

ex.oosed to direct sz=light for short periods durinp the aging. In order to

determine the nossible efect of aging in the presence of radiatio.., - few of

the amorphous oxides were emposed to infrared and ultraviolet light. No

effect on the chemical or crystallographic transformations r ts observed.

"The exact nature of the original art•orphous oxide may be examined

by comparison of results with those of other workers. A considerabiLe bod-y

of experimental information is available in the literature on dhe hydratio=
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and deh-mrarion o- aiurminum oxides. A few nf the published reports which

have a direct bearing on these studies w11 be cited-

AIlthough some aut'hors cons; er the different hydrated oxides as

hvdromdes, the a-thors of this reoort -X M use the notations boehmite and

hydrargillite or bayerite as represen:ing true hydrated oxides. oM->03 - H2 0

0 0- 3H0, re ;ecti-ely. For instance. Glenser and Riech (9)

designate boehmrite, hydrargillite and bayerite as IA.O0H. 5A1.0) 3 and

"Al(OHj0I. They maintain that the rinases shouid be considered as non-

s.oichiornetric hydroxides with changai-g CI cow--' The same designation

was used by Torkar (10) when he stated that the trihydroxidý only exirl

at relatively low temperatures, and the monohydroxide •L room te-perature

or slightly above.

in a paper concerning the termal decomposition of the hydrates in

dry air. steam and room air. Stampf et- al. (1H) state that the partially

dehydr.ated aukminas tend to adsorb water, but do not form crystalline

hydrates al room temperature. They assnmeed that rehydratdon may r'qe

e.acea-• high temperature in the presence of water vapor- The influence

of hydrate particle size, water vapor contezi, time- tempeeraturc and purity

was givenn with reference to the phase tr-n-.r..rt-mations. These a•ut.rs

noted that the X-ray pattern of the product formed during the ther.-nal

decomznosi+ion of t AI2 0 3 - 310 -was identical to that obtained for the

hydrated oxide formed from the action of water with amna!gamated aluminum.

h-he present studies, however, have yielded -Bat appears to be =--e
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3 AI EO; i-.e-.by z,.ag - am..orphous oxide formed be- osure of

an~aaamtedaltuninum to wvater 'vanor- The nature of the initially-formed

a-norn-ous oxide is -till undefined. howeve-

in an extensive paper investigating the vacuum dehydration and

subsecuent re6-yration of the alumina hydrates. I-Papee et- al- (12) have

identified a transition -3 Dhase of partially hydrated oxide which was transformed

directly to !he ;rihydrate u-c,2 rehydration. The total dehydrated product,

.•l03 0. 6H,0. consisted of two ahases boehrnite, representing approxil- ateiy

25S of the product.: and the transitio=zl pbase, reprzs_-ti;g 73$ of the produci.

and hav-.in a com.nosition Al 0O-0. 45H 0. Uoon rchydratic', the oe.

nhha~e remained unaltered whereas the transitional phase waz quanttatively

t ransformed into bayerite. p A12 0 3- 33HO. Detection of the two .ihases in

the dehvdrated prod-uct was difficult bitcause only the bornhmitic phate was

easily detected by X-ray analysis. The transitional phase appeared to be

zracticail7 amoup -•.o7ns with only oue X-ray line at L 395 A_ in the proximity

of very sArong lines of the over-shadowing boe-mitic: phase.

When the dehydration took place under atinosmneric pressure. the

oroducz indic ted only a very weak tcendency for rehydratio=. a.d the X-ray

diagrams were used to idezaify the transi-io'al phase as essentially rhi (•)

alu.ina -with t•e =ma-.in lines at 1. 395 A., L. 9Z A. (ver• diffuse). 2- IZ A.

a=d2 4I A.

The original oxide formed in the present study. ,ear 100$ IR._ I. and

u=der pressures slightly less than atnospheric. aged to AllO3- 30 - -
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SmH.•aly• h-.. ee ez. a!- for.med a transitional -,ase of alumina by dehydration

of hydrargillite under vacuum. wh-cb subseq-uently rehydrated to A1O3- 3H2 0-

Bo-th the origina- oxide of the present study and the transitional alu.mina

exhibit si--flr X-ray if.raction paterns. na.ely much scattered radiation

and onl.!y one to three de-ite lines. Both these oxides also apparently

conztai=ed less water tLa that corresponding to the monohyd.ate_ Furthermore.

a ver- inelvy divided sample of hvdrargillite used in forming the transitional

alumina w-as fotind by Papee to be composed of la-meliar nicrocrystals having

;he dimensions of 1. 000 to 10,000 A. HeyS 13) t c,=diha the particle size

uo the a.-•.-oohous oxide formed in this study was 100 to 2, 0O-C. A. in size

These dimensions. then, -are oa the same order of magnitude.

"The transitional alumina exhibited an X-ray pattern resembling that

of chi (% ) alumina-. The oxide fcrmed in this study also •etibited a strong

X-ray line (1. 99 A.) close to a diffuse line of c-hi-alumina (Z.00 A.).

_apee el. al. have provosed a mechanism for the formation of the

transitio=al aiumina based on 1) ease of water vapor transport through the

oxide =.der var•ing pressures. and 2) size of pores through the oxidde, and

3) the snecific surface area. it w-t -uuud b adsorption of C oIZ 0=

transitional alumina t:-at the sin-!er the pare size the greater the d.oree of

rehydration. -'This tendency for rehydration was directly rre1 'ted to the

very large specific surface area and the small pores of the transitional

alu•ina-. LikexAise for amorphous oxide formed in this study it -$as ass-med

that the finely divided material indicated a very large specific suface area-.
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Bernard and Randall (14) hav-e maintained that the diffusion rate of

water or wa- ter vauor t:.rogh aluminum oxide layers is the governing factor

in hydrated oxide growth. Therefore, not only is water transport a major

Lactor &zring deh-rdration of a h-drated phase to transitional a.umina. but it

is conversely a m--jor facto- in hydration or rehydration as well- From

either direction (dehydratioL. or hydraticn) an intermediate material, such as

t.ransitional alum. ina may exCs3 Swhich is the easily rehydrated phase and

-.hi-ch s primarily denendent on the same factor, wrater transport.. Assu-ming

this to be true. it appears that the initially amorphous oxide may be similar

to the transitional alumina described by _.-n-e-.

On the other hand. there also exist points of dissimila•:ity between

the two oxides. The methods of preparation are greatly different. i e.

vacuum dehydration of hydrargillite at high temperature for transitional

alumina and essentially room temperature growth from amalgamated

alum•inum at high relative humidity fcr the anmorophous oxide of this study..

T'he "'ci" spacings for the transitional alumina (1- 395 A.) do not correspond

to the main X-ray line for our oxide (1- 99 A.); and the product for the

rehydration of transition3l alumina wasp A120 3 - 3HzO. whereas the hydrated

product of our oxide was 0 A_2M0- 3H11. Finally, the existence of ch.

alumina inrdicates a for-ation temperature of 400-600=C. It is unreaznahl.-

to belic-e that such temperatures were reached in the reaction vessel.

Concerning the two -ethods of rehydration of these oxides, the transitional

alurina =as rehydrated in liquid irater at wh°'*.. wereas our omde -as

rehydrated in air under room ccnditions.
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in -summiary. it icars tiat the transitional ainmina of Papee et. al.

is similar in man-.- re"sects to the aixno-rhous oxide formed in the present

study-. The siz-,-ilarity is not qcamtitative. however, and future studies sh!€ýnl

elterrnine ;f Chcse noints of difference are one oi degree or of "id-..

The chief P per-iEnttal fact -whichis larlkigat the present time is the

water content of the vmor--o.- us owde. Unequivoca! .measurements designed

to determine the composition of the product are difficult to formulate because

of the possible perturbing inflaence of small a..nounts of unreacted mercuric

iodide, metallic mercury. G7 particles ef -!uminnj'n.. ga-xavimetric or

uhokcr.rnai measurements. Consideratis_ i is being gVen at the -resent ZxC

to car rying c~ut such experiments-.
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